
Hello!

My name is Erika Merriweather, I’m the assistant to Trance Channel & Psychic Medium Riz
Mirza from Los Angeles, CA. If you’re accepting podcast pitches for guests, I would love for you
to consider him for your podcast!

For over 15 years Author and Mystic Riz Mirza has been channeling numerous spirit guides who
have helped heal and uplift thousands of people in over 2000 live full-trance channeled
gatherings called the Circle of Light with over 8,000 hrs of documented and recorded sessions
to large groups weekly. Transcripts are available for past services here.

Riz, a musician from the Bronx and NYC and now serving several thousand people from Malibu,
CA, and abroad including many high-profile individuals in the entertainment industry with his
trance channeling gatherings called the ‘Circle of Light’, international retreats, and ongoing
private sessions. He has appeared as a guest on numerous podcasts and youtube shows, as
well as his own channel, ‘The Magical Life with Psychic Riz Mirza’, and has growing social
media where he shares his guest appearances widely. His published book, the 9 Keys has had
numerous positive reviews and he has a growing library.

“Considered one of the best trance channels of our time, Psychic Medium and Trance Channel
Riz Mirza delivers messages through spirit guides for the planet. What does all this mean? From

the Corona Virus to the elections - what should we believe and how do we stay sane and
Peaceful in all this chaos? Riz channeled a special hour-long message from the Spirit Guides on

the entire pandemic situation.”

https://www.amazon.com/s?i=digital-text&rh=p_27%3ARiz+Mirza&s=relevancerank&text=Riz+Mirza&ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1


Riz helps people not only as a full trance channel but also with his psychic mediumship
readings, LA’s best-kept-secret mystic and shaman helps transform people’s entire lives and
helps them upgrade their entire body, mind, and spirit holistically. He is truly an engaging and
accomplished speaker in metaphysical and Creation topics, he offers:

● Spirit Guide Communication
● Trance Channeling
● Mediumship
● Shamanism
● Psychic Phenomena & developing and growing your own Psychic Awareness.

Riz enters into a deep trance and retreats within as master Spirit Guides speak through his body
with love, wisdom and powerful piercing insight. His main message bearer, Chief Red Eagle an
unforgettable loving presence, answers your personal questions on any aspect of your life.
Here is a small portion of the list of some of the other guides that Riz has channeled publicly,
some are transcribed here:
 

● Red Eagle
● Elijah
● Isaiah
● Emmanuel
● Thomas Jefferson
● Serapis Bay
● Eleazar
● Hippocrates
● Elohim
● Merlin
● Gabriel
● Sebastian Bach

Please let me know if you’re interested in having Riz as a guest on your show, and I’ve also
included a link to his press site for more info. He is open to channeling on your show, but
primarily he has much to offer in Wisdom Teachings and guidance and how to connect to you
Spirit Guides. Looking forward to hearing from you.

https://www.amazon.com/s?i=digital-text&ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1&rh=p_27%3ARiz%20Mirza&s=relevancerank&text=Riz%20Mirza

